In this paper we, present a new heuristic called PowerFM which is a modification of the well-known Fidducia Mattheyeses algorithm for VLSI netlist partitioning. PowerFM considers the minimization of power consumption due to the nets cut. The advantages of using PowerFM as an initial solution generator for other iterative algorithms, in panicular Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Tabu Search (TS), for multiobjective optimization is investigated. A series of experiments are conducted on ISCAS-85/89 benchmark circuits to evaluate the efficiency of the PawerFM algorithm. Results suggest that this heuristic would provide a good starting solution for multiobjective optimization using iterative algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the focus of pariable devices has shifted from low throughput devices (e.g., watches, calculators) to high performance devices like notebook computers, cellular phones, etc. Minimizing power is the primary concern for these battery-pawered products as for such products longer battery life translates to extended use and better marketability. Exploring the tradeoffs between power, performance, and other objectives during synthesis and physical design is thus demanding more attention.
The optimization for power consumption can be performed at various levels of VLSI design including behavioral level, architectural level, logic level, and physical level. Another compelling reason for the desire of low power consumption is the increasing density of VLSI circuits. The present technology allows integration of tens of millions of transistors on a single chip and the still advancing technology is allowing funher high integration. The excessive power consumption of high density circuiu results in heating and thus becoming a hindrance towards high integration and hence the feasible packaging of circuits [I, 21.
Also, circuits are operating at much higher clock frequency than before. Therefore, the power dissipation which is a function of clock frequency, is getting significantly prominent. Tkis phenomenon is offering an obstacle in funher increase of clock frequency. Due to these reasons, there is an emerging need for minimizing the power requirement of VLSI circuits. For the parttioning phase, two low-power oriented techniques based an Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm have recently been presented in [3] . An enumerative optimal delay partitioning algorithm targeting low power is proposed by Vainshav et al. in [4].
FM Partitioning Heuristic
The FM heuristic is a modification of the Kernighan-Lin group migration method for circuit pmitioning. In the FM algorithm, all nodes initially in the free set are arranged into a bucket array data structure, in which each bucket contains nodes with the same gain. For each move, the node with the highest gain is Fig. 1 . The best candidate node is defined according to the highest cut-gain associated with moving a node from one subcircuit to another. Th8: y are measured using the nercur model [SI. A net is called a cut ner if it belongs to the current cut set' otherwise the net is refened to as a mcur net. A net is called Eritical if it'is a cur net that, as a result of moving a single node, can become a nocur net, or vice versa.
The basic concept of min-cut gain calculation provided with the net-cut model can be explained as follows. Let node io he connected to n critical cut nets and lo rn critical nmut nets. The gain associated with the reassignment of a node io is defined as the difference: 
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In this work, an extension to the FM algorithm which considers optimizing power as the main objective of Partitioning is presented.
PROBLEM FORMULATION AND COST FUNCTIONS
This work addresses the problem of VLSI netlist partitioning with the objectives of optimizing power consumption, timing performance (delay), and cut-set while considering the Balance constraint (same as area constraint, as unit area is assumed for every gate). Formally, the problem can be stated as follows:
Given a set of modules V = { U I , v2, ..., U"}, the purpose of partitioning is to assign the modules to a specified number of clusters k (two in our case) satisfying prescribed properties.
In general, a circuit can have multi-pin connections (nets) apart from two-pin. Our task is to divide V into 2 subsets (blocks) VO and VI in such a way that the objectives are optimized, subject to some consuaints.
Cutsize The cutsiz cost function can be written as follows : in Eq. 4 consists of two components: C y " which accounts for the load capacitances driven hy a gate before circuit partitioning, and the exua load C: ' "a which accounts for the additional load capacitance due to the external connections of the net after circuit partitioning. Then, the total power dissipation of any circuit C is:
where 0. is the number of cells in partition i and 6 is the total number of cells in the circuit, and the balance factor a (0.5 < a < 1.0).
Overall Fuzzy Cost Function
In order to solve the multiobjective partitioning problem, linguistic variables are defined as: cut-set, power dissipation, delay and balance. The following fuzzy rule is used to combine the conflicting objectives:
IF a solution has
Small cut-scr AND Low power conrumption AND Shon delay AND Good Balance THEN it is a GOOD solution. Fig. 2(a) We can vary the preference of an objective j in the overall membership function by changing the value of 9, which represents the relative acceptable limits for each objective whrere gj 2 1.0. Fig. 2@) represents the membership functions for fuzzy set good Balance. 0, is the estimate of lower bound on the cost of an individual i, and C, is the actual cost of i. 0,'s are independent of iteration, therefore, these are estimated only in the beginning. Whereas, C, has to be calculated in every iteration for every element,
POWERFM HEURISTIC
The PowerFM is a modification of the FM algorithm which seeks minimization of the power consumption due to the cut. All concepts of the FM are maintained, the major difference is that we are calculating the gain due to the sum of the switching probabilities of the cut nets. Also some other necessary modifications are done in some parts of the Algorithm that we will discuss in what follows
Power Gain Calculation
The power gain for a cell i is calculated using Eqn. 8. Xi is the set of critical cut nets. U, is the set of critical uncut net. In each pass, the gain of every free cell is ipdated according to the Compute Gain Algorithm shown in Fig. 3 . Let F ( n ) be the number of cells connected to net n in the From block (current block) of the moved cell i. Let T(n) be the number of cells connected to net n in the To block (destination block) of the moved cell i. When computing the gain we consider only the critical nefs: A net is critical if it has a cell which if moved will change the initial solution is chosen from random or provided by PowerFM for both GA and TS algorithms. Table I shows also the results obtained from PowerFM when used on its own. Paug refers to the average power of the results obtained from 100 runs of the PowerFM. The notation in Tahlel is as follows: D(ps) stands for Delay and it is measured in pico-seconds, Cut is the number of nets cut, P ( s p ) is tbe power dissipation measured in terms of switching probability, T(,s) is the total time taken by the whole run for PowerFM.
When starting from random solution it was observed that TS outperforms GA in terms of final solution costs and execution time. These hvo algorithms are complex, and relatively lake more execution time than PowerFM. The idea of using the PowerFM as a starting solution for iterative algorithms is relevant because PowerFM proved to bear. extremely fast algorithm compared to GA and TS (at least 1CQ times faster), with reasonable performance. This will save a lot of time for algorithms like GA and TS where the converging rati: is slow. Furthermore results, showed that GA and TS were able to improve solutions provided by PowerFM. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the performance of GA and TS respectively when applied to the circuit s1488 when starting from an initial solution provided by PowerFM. In Fig. 4 and 
GAand TS
Genetic Algorithm is an elegant search technique that emulates the process of natural evolution as a means of progressing towards the optimal solution. The algorithm starts with a set of initial solutions called populnrion that is generated randomly. In each iteration (Inown LIS generarim in CA rerminology), all the individual chmmosomes in the population are evaluated using afrnessfrmcrion. Then, in the selecrion step, two of the above chromosomes at a time are selected from the population. The individuals having higher fitness values are more likely to be selected. After the selection step, different operators namely CTOSSOYIT, muorion act on the selected individuals for evolving new individuals called offsprings.
Tabu Seareh starts from an initial feasible solution and carries out its search by making a sequence of random moves or penwbatians. A Tabu list is maintained which stores the attributes of a number of previous moves. This list prevents taking the search process back to recently visited states. In each iteration, a subset of neighbor solutions is generated by making a certain number of moves and the best move (.the move that resulted in the best solution) is accepted, provided it is not in the Tabu list. Othemise, if the said move is in the Tabu list, it is accepted only if it leads to a solution better than the best solution found so far (aspiration criterion). Thus, the aspiration criterion can override the Tabu list restrictions. The solution encoding and initialization steps are similar to those described above for GA. These two multiobjective optimization iterative algorithms (CA and TS) for VLSI Par!itioning were proposed in [XI, [9], [IO] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
of the overall quality of solution It can be noted that for most of the circuits when using a starting solution provided by PowerFM the results are better than when starting with random solution in terms of quality of solution. An important point to notice also is that although when starting from random TS performed better than GA; when staring from PowerFM GA proves lob: more efficient than TS. This is due to the fact that GA starting from a good solution has the ability to inherent the good characteristics and improve on it and proved to be able to benefit mor? than TS when starting from a good solution provided from PowerFM. This is noted when the results of TS (starting from PowerFM) and GA (starting from PowerFM) in Table 1 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new modification to the FM algorithm PowerFM which targets power optimization. The possibility to use the algorithm as a pmvider for initial solution for other iterative multiobjective algorithms in particular GA and TS was investigated. GA performed better than TS when starting from a solution rovided by PowerFM. PowerFM results where impartant due to its speed and g w d quality of the final solution. A series of experiments were performed, analyzed and reponed to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm. Results suggest that the algorithm proved to be efficient for optimizing power, and would provide a good starting solution for the multiobjective optimization using Genetic and Tabu search partitioning algorithms.
